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ABSTRACT
The Named Data Networking architecture mandates cryptographic
signatures of packets at the network layer. Traditional RSA and
ECDSA public key signatures require obtaining signer’s NDN cer-
tificate (and, if needed, the next-level certificates of the trust chain)
to validate the signatures. This potentially creates two problems.
First, the communication channels must be active in order to re-
trieve the certificates, which is not always the case in disruptive and
ad hoc environments. Second, the certificate identifies the individ-
ual producer and thus producer anonymity cannot be guaranteed
if necessary.

In this paper, we present NDN-ABS, an alternative NDN signa-
tures design based on the attribute-based signatures, to addresses
both these problems. With NDN-ABS, data packets can be veri-
fied without the need for any network retrieval (provided the trust
anchor is pre-configured) and attributes can be designed to only
identify application-defined high-level producer anonymity sets,
thus ensuring individual producer’s anonymity. The paper uses an
illustrative smart-campus environment to define and evaluate the
design and highlight how the NDN trust schema can manage the
validity of NDN-ABS signatures. The paper also discusses perfor-
mance limitations of ABS and potential ways they can be overcome
in a production environment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Security protocols; • Networks →
Security protocols; Network security; Network privacy and
anonymity; Naming and addressing.

KEYWORDS
Information-Centric Networking, NamedDataNetworking, Attribute-
Based Signatures, Conditional Privacy, Producer anonymity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Named Data Networking (NDN) [1, 36] architecture is the most
prominent realization of the Information-Centric Networking (ICN)
vision, where a client (consumer) pulls desired information (Data
packet) from the network by sending a named request (Interest
packet). NDN, by design, provides inherent security features, such
as data integrity and provenance as well as producer’s trust assess-
ment, through data signatures and the NDN trust schema [33]. The
unique characteristics of name-based data retrieval, leveraging of
caching, security, trust have generated interest in the use of NDN
as the network layer for applications in new, challenging environ-
ments for traditional networking (e.g., autonomous vehicles, edge
computing, augmented/virtual reality). However, due to NDN’s
nascency, several challenges, particularly in security still need to
be addressed for large-scale adoption.

In this paper, we study two of such problems and propose an
NDN attribute-based signature (NDN-ABS) mechanism as a poten-
tial solution. First, is how to verify the signature of a data packet
without requiring additional retrieval of certificates, which can
be challenging, or impossible in disruptive and ad hoc environ-
ments. With the proposed NDN-ABS, as we highlight in Section 4,
consumers can verify the signature and ensure integrity and au-
thenticity of a data packet without any additional information,
provided they are provisioned with the attribute authority’s pub-
lic parameters (i.e., NDN-ABS trust anchor). A user requests the
public parameters from the authority only once and then installs
and stores them on his/her device (e.g., in a persistent storage for
later reuse). Moreover, the authority’s public keys are constant and
do not change irrespective of the number of attributes used in the
signature generation.

The second problem we are addressing is how to ensure integrity
and provenance of the content while preserving anonymity of indi-
vidual publishers. In other words, a systemwhere neither signatures
nor certificates can be used to correlate a set of data to a single
entity. By using attribute-based signatures, the producers can sign
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data using attributes of varying granularities, revealing more or less
about themselves, as required by the system design. The traditional
identity-based signature schemes proposed in [3, 10, 20, 29] cannot
provide producer anonymity which is a major contribution of the
proposed scheme.

In particular, in our illustrative example of augmented reality
application in a smart campus environment (Section 2), mobile pro-
ducers can sign data merely with “<Affiliation>” and “<Position>”
attributes; while edge devices can sign with “EdgeNode-<X>” at-
tributes. In the former case, while data can be attributed to a large
group of campus students/faculty/etc., the latter case explicitly
identifies the node that produced the data.

Our contributions are five-fold:
• Wedesigned NDN-ABS by integrating ABS signatures as part
of NDN protocol operations (Section 4): (a) defined a new sig-
nature type; (b) data formats and naming for ABS elements
(public parameters of the attribute authority); (c) naming
structure for NDN signature key locator, identifying author-
ity and signing policy; and (d) defined howNDN trust schema
can validate attribute-based signatures.
• We defined a specific mechanism to ensure time-limited
validity of NDN-ABS signatures, approximating validity pe-
riods of traditional certificate-based signatures (Section 4.8).
• We created the first comprehensive prototype implementa-
tion of ABS signature mechanism, which was proposed by
Maji et al. [19] in 2011, but, to the best of our knowledge,
did not have a standalone codebase support.1
• We evaluated ABS signature performance overhead and pro-
posed potential ways to optimize signing and verification in
production environments (Section 6).
• We discussed NDN-ABS in the context of multiple attribute
authorities, ABS signature revocation strategies, and NDN-
ABS adoption challenges (Section 7).

2 MOTIVATION
The mandate that all NDN data packets are signed makes the pro-
posed signature scheme applicable for many ICN applications. To
better illustrate the need for NDN-ABS and highlight the design
components, we use a simplified version of an NDN-based aug-
mented reality (AR) application within a university campus environ-
ment. In this application, AR-enabled smartphones of students, fac-
ulty, staff, and campus guests are publishing video streams, which
are being processed (at the edge, in the cloud, or by a peer device)
to identify points of interest; the AR application then pulls the
identified information and augments the user’s view. In essence,
the application enables the authoring and experience of rich AR by
members and visitors of the campus community while using NDN
to leverage networking and security of communication.2 The use of
AR in a smart-campus environment broadens the user’s perception

1Our implementation is based on code by Mauri Miettinen [22], that includes only the
basic ABS framework.
2If we used HMAC keys along with an on-campus key service, the on-campus keying
service will require the authority to give out anonymous identities and keys to an
individual for different or all combinations of attributes. With the proposed NDN-ABS
scheme, the attributes are distributed once and the user can sign with a combination
of the available attributes.

of a location with sound, image, and video from multiple sources
after having processed them.

One of the expected features of this application is reliance on
ad hoc communication that is enabled by ICN/NDN technology. In
other words, whenever there is any type of connectivity (phone-to-
edge, phone-to-phone), data can be immediately retrieved, analyzed,
and results of the analysis made available for retrieval. As mandated
by NDN architecture, all data must be secured by signing individual
or groups of packets (i.e., aggregated signatures using a manifest
mechanism [23]). However, the existing signature mechanisms
defined in the NDN packet specification [24] have two distinct
disadvantages in our scenario:
• with possibility of ad hoc connectivity, there is no guarantee
that keys to verify data (the certificate chains) will still be
available after retrieving the data; and
• the corresponding public key of the signature can be used
to identify individual data producer, unless the same private
key is shared among different users (a dangerous practice).

When using NDN-ABS, these two problems can be effectively
solved. For example, the campus registrar can act as the attribute
authority (AA) to issue attribute secret keys (ska) to authorized
entities:3

• students, faculty, staff, and other affiliates can receive “[campus-
name]”, “[title]”, “[name]”, and other attributes by authen-
ticating with the campus portal or physically going to the
registrar’s office;
• the edge devices can be configured with “[campus-name]”,
“[unit-id]”, etc., obtained by the responsible personnel; and
• guests can receive “guest” attribute if system verifies that
they are physically present on campus.

In addition to attributes, the authority also publishes the public
parameters Data packet that acts as a trust anchor, which can be
provisioned on the devices during attribute request or through a
dedicated bootstrapping protocol [21].

With this initial setup, user and edge devices can start publishing
data that can be reliably authenticated. For signing, the application
needs to define a policy predicate, e.g., a set of attributes combined
with “AND” and “OR” operations (e.g., “[campus-name] AND ([ti-
tle1] OR [title2])” or “[campus-name] AND [unit-id]”), which, along
with the attribute signing keys, can create a verifiable signature.
For verification, the receiver just needs to know the producer’s
claimed policy predicate (which is identified in the data packet
itself) and the attribute authority’s public parameters (which, as
mentioned above, is already knows). This effectively addresses the
first problem of traditional signatures (Figure 1).

The specific attributes used in the policy predicate allow produc-
ers to reveal or hide identity (actual identity or a pseudonym) of
the individual producer. The properties of ABS construction guar-
antee [19] that (a) signatures are unforgeable; (b) two data packets
signed by the same producer and with the same policy predicate
cannot be linked to the producer, unless the producer explicitly
identified himself in the predicate; and (c) two users cannot com-
bine attribute private keys (ska) to create signature with the claim
predicate that covers both user’s attributes (collusion resistance
3Note that the specific mechanism to determine which attribute can be used by which
entity is outside the scope of this paper and NDN-ABS framework.
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Figure 1: Ease of verification using NDN-ABS

property). In other words, it is not possible for userU1 that has skaa
for “[affiliate]” attribute and userU2 that has skar for “[registrar]”
to collude and sign with the policy “[affiliate] AND [registrar]”.
With these essential properties, NDN-ABS provides a way to en-
sure anonymity of the individual from the edge-computing entity
by creation of an anonymity set using the same attributes. This
approach is different from the common edge computing services
which currently run on edge resources in a sandbox environment
wherein data is received from the owner or user of the service using
her/his attributes. NDN-ABS thus can realize the desired level of
conditional privacy, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Policy: 
‘affiliate’ OR …

A =  {affiliate, … }

Producer Pool

Verifiers

signs

Signed 
by

Policy: 
‘affiliate’ AND ‘CS’

A =  {affiliate, CS,…}

Producer Pool

Verifiers

signs

Signer:
• In group with A
• Not in group with A’

A’ =  {affiliate, EE,…}

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Conditional privacy using NDN-ABS; (a) Verifier un-
able to decide the identity of the signer; (b) Verifier can identify the
group containing the signer

To summarize, the main benefits of NDN-ABS are: (a) the system
can be designed to provide conditional privacy wherein the amount
of detail revealed about a data-publisher can be controlled using the
attributes used to sign the content; and (b) the data can be verified
without the need to retrieve any additional information, such as
keys in the certification chain.

3 BACKGROUND
3.1 Named Data Networking
NDN is a proposed networking architecture [1] that is designed to
use names, which are associated with the content, as the means
of retrieval. The NDN design gives the network the capability of
retrieving named data in different ways and by treating all involved
components, such as storage and computing and network devices
in a similar way.

In NDN, data retrieval depends on two types of packets: Interest
packet is a request for the specific data by name and Data packet is
the named and secured piece of application data; these packets use
the rich NDN naming conventions to aid in data retrieval. Securing
NDN’s Data packets ensures content integrity, authenticity, and
(if encrypted) confidentiality irrespective of how the Data packet
is retrieved. NDN provides components including Content Store
(CS), which acts as temporary data storage to support in-network
caching; Pending Interest Table (PIT) for NDN’s stateful forwarding
plane and request aggregation; and Forwarding Information Base
(FIB), which acts as a routing table.

3.1.1 Security Advantages of NDN. NDN design has built-in secu-
rity primitives via cryptographic signatures of the producer on all
named data. The consumers (or any intermediate nodes) can verify
data integrity and provenance using its name, which provides an
essential context for security. NDN’s data-centric security allows
applications to control data access by using encrypted keys which
by themselves are data packets to be retrieved. The immutable
nature of data allows its storage in multiple containers without
integrity loss and prevents non-repudiation attacks. Secure ways
for content sharing and privacy-enhanced routing schemes in ICN
based networks has been explored by researchers in [7, 27]. There
are various other works that have identified the security advantages
that an ICN approach has when adopted in the various applications.

3.2 Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE)
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [8] which enables public key
based one-to-many encryption, is a specialized form of identity-
based encryption (IBE) introduced by Shamir in [29]. ABE is used
for confidentiality rather than integrity and non-repudiation. It is a
public key primitive with the potential for realizing scalable and
fine-grained access control systems, providing a flexible approach
for access rights assignment to an individual or a group of users. In
ABE, each secret key is associated with an access structure–termed
as a predicate–which specifies the type of ciphertexts the key can
decrypt. ABE has two variants namely key-policy ABE (KP-ABE),
in which the secret keys are generated according to access policy,
and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE), which uses access policies for
data encryption. The applicability of identity-based and attribute-
based encryption in ICN is explored by Tohru et al. [3], A M Malik
et al. [20], Mihaela et al. [10] and others. The use of ABE schemes in
automating access control using NDN is discussed in our previous
work [38]. Integrity and non-repudiation schemes, particularly ABS
schemes, has neither been investigated in the ICN community nor
has it been demonstrated with deployments in security earlier.

3.3 Attribute-Based Signature
Attribute-based signature [15, 19] is a variant of digital signatures
made applicable for situations involving the use of attributes. ABS is
an extension of the identity-based signatures, which generalizes the
signing entity (signer) with a set of attributes. The identity-based
signature schemes have their own set of advantages but will not be
able to provide producer anonymity which is a major achievement
of the ABS scheme. ABS andABE use similar mathematical concepts
of bilinear pairing and monotone span programs (Appendix A) to
define signature and encryption policies, but their are substantially
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differ in the specific algorithmic steps. Some important terms related
to ABS are as follows:
• Attribute Authority: The authority involved in generation
of public parameters pk and generating and supplying sign-
ers with the secret keys ask for attribute sets A that corre-
spond to signers’ authorized properties. The campus regis-
trar, in the case of a smart-campus, can work as the attribute
issuing authority. In the proposed NDN-ABS scheme, the
Attribute authority is required to be online during the gener-
ation of the public parameters and when there is a need for
re-keying or revocation. In all other instances, the system
can work seamlessly even if the attribute authority is offline.
4

• Signer: The user creates message signature σ with a policy
predicate ϒ that defined over subset of attributesA using ask
obtained from the attribute authority. On a smart-campus,
we expect all the users of the AR application to sign the data
that they publish and NDN-ABS provides a means to do such
signing anonymously yet verifiable.
• Verifier: The users who verify message signatures σ using
public parameters pk of the authority (e.g., pre-provisioned
and trusted) and the policy predicate ϒ (e.g., extracted from
the message). The users of our AR application and the other
intermediate service providers will have to verify the con-
tent published by the users for the service to be provided
seamlessly.
• Policy Predicate ϒ: A boolean valued logical function that
is constructed by combining attributes A using “AND”, “OR”,
“NOT”, and threshold gate operations. The predicate essen-
tially is a logical claim of the signer that it possess a set of
attributes. Unless all attributes in the predicate are combined
with “AND”, the claim does not identify which exactly set the
signer posses.

4 NDN-ABS DESIGN
4.1 Overview
The functionality of the attribute-based signature scheme depends
on the attribute authority who is entrusted with the responsibility
of distributing attributes to other users (producers, consumers,
forwarders, intermediate nodes) involved in the system. In the
description, we use a single attribute authority, but our design
generalizes to multi-authority systems as well.

Figure 3 depicts a typical ABS scenario where the first step in-
volves generation of public parameters by the attribute authority
which are published as data packet(s) and provisioned or retrieved
by all parties. However, this process performed only once by the
authority and the parameters do not change, except rare “rollover”
events similar to root key change in today’s DNSSEC. In the subse-
quent steps, the signers request and retrieve the public parameters
and the secret signing key for attributes, e.g., using a modified ver-
sion of the NDNCERT [37] framework. To verify signatures, the
consumers extract information from Data packet’s KeyLocator field
containing the name of the attribute authority associated with the

4Rekeying overhead and other related details are documented in literature and are not
discussed as a part of this paper as we are not attempting to solve this and does not
have too much relevance to ICN.

(1) Setup à Generate 
pub params

(2) Request &
install public 

params

(3) Request attr. 
secret signing key 

Producer / 
Publisher role Consumer role

(4) Sign data 
packet

(7) Verify 
signature on 
data packet

(5) Signed 
data packet

Attribute Authority (6) Request &
install public 

params

Figure 3: Overview of NDN-ABS

signature and the claim predicate of the signature.5 The validity of
an NDN-ABS signature ascertains that a producer, whose attributes
satisfy the predicate, has indeed signed (endorsed) the message.

In what follows, we elaborate the design of an NDN-ABS system,
which is based on the general ABS scheme.

4.2 Authority Setup
The setup phase is run by the attribute authority using the fields
and generators defined based on the concepts of Bilinear pairing
(See Appendix A.1). The setup stage results in the generation of the
public parameters pk along with the secret key ask . Algorithm 1
shows the details of a new authority setup in the system. The public
parameters are published as an NDN data packet with the name
defined in Section 4.6 that can be easily retrieved when needed.

Algorithm 1 NDN-ABS Authority Setup
Input: Authority name.
Output: Public parameters pk , Secret key ask .
1: Generate pk and ask as defined in the Appendix.
2: Generate name for pk using authority name as input.
3: Publish pk as an NDN data-packet.

4.3 Obtaining Attribute Set Secret Key
To sign data, the data producer needs to obtain the attribute set
secret key, which can be used to create NDN-ABS signatures. This
process can largely mimic the process of obtaining NDN certificates
for RSA/ECDSA keys, with the exception that the key itself is being
generated by the attribute authority. Specifically, to obtain the key,
the producer requests from the attribute authority the key that
corresponds to a set of attributes it is entitled to.6 The authority
runs the Secret-Attribute key generation process (Algorithm 2),
generates, and returns the secret key. To compute the secret, the
authority uses the algorithm described in Appendix A.2. Note that
unless the producer provided the original secret key, the generated

5The numbers highlighting the steps in the figure are just a representation and the
steps pertaining to the generation of public parameters, the request and installation
of them are performed only once for an authority and do not repeat every time a
data-packet has to be signed or to verify the signature.
6To which attributes the producer is entitled is outside the scope of this paper and
NDN-ABS design in general.
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key can be used to sign data with policy that reflect the new at-
tribute set: old and new secret keys are not compatible by the ABS
construction. However, if the key is provided, the authority can
generate a key that covers existing and new attributes.

Algorithm 2 Secret signing-key generation
Input: Attribute set A, Secret key ask .
Output: Secret Signing key ska.
1: if Secret key exists for A then
2: Use components of the existing key.
3: Append new information to the key.
4: else
5: Use components of ask to generate the ska.
6: end if

4.4 Signing
For the signing process, the data producer generates a claim-predicate
policy over the attributes that it has previously obtained from the
authority. In the simplest case, the producer can create policy com-
bining all available attributes using “AND” operation (the implemen-
tation in our prototype) or use application-defined mechanism to
select attributes and combination of “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, and threshold
gates. After that, the producer creates “SignatureInfo” for NDN-
ABS signature and appends it to the Data packet, formatting key
locator field to include name of the attribute authority with which
the producer has the relation and the encoded policy as defined in
Section 4.6. Finally, the producer uses algorithm in Appendix A.1 to
generate signature σ and add it to the packet. Algorithm 3 describes
the signing process.

Algorithm 3 Signing a data-packet using NDN-ABS
Input: pk , ska, data packet, Policy ϒ.
Output: Signature σ .
1: Convert ϒ into corresponding MSPM .
2: Retrieve data packet corresponding to pk if necessary.
3: Generate SignatureInfo with KeyLocator information.
4: Generate the signature σ .
5: Append the signature to the data-packet.

4.5 Verification
In order to verify data, the consumer needs only two pieces of in-
formation: the data packet itself and the public key parameters pk
of the corresponding attribute authority. ϒ can be directly extracted
from the KeyLocator name (see Section 4.6) and pk can be deter-
mined (and retrieved if needed) using the attribute authority name
extracted from the same KeyLocator. After that, the verifier can
simply run the process defined in the Appendix A.1 and determine
validity of the signature. Algorithm 4 highlights the steps involved.

4.6 Naming
The NDN-ABS design uses several specialized naming conventions
(Figure 4) to name Data packets with the public parameters of an
authority and format “KeyLocator” name for the “SignatureInfo”
of the Data packet signature.

Algorithm 4 Verifying an NDN-ABS signature
Input: Data packet.
Output: Signature “Accepted” or “Rejected”.
1: Extract signature σ from the data packet.
2: Extract key locator information from σ .
3: Extract policy ϒ from the key locator.
4: Retrieve data packet corresponding to pk if necessary.
5: Verify the signature.

Public parameters
/campus/ABS/42=pp/

Producers Consumers 

Request/Retrieve Attribute Secret Key 
/campus/ABS/42=secret/v_25/
/ENCRYPTED-BY 
[user-RSA-key-or-ABE-policy]

…
Signature Info

Type: 42
Keylocator: /campus/ABS/42=pp/student&2019

Attribute Authority Policy

Verify 
signature

Signed NDN data packet

Request 
public 
params

Request 
public 
paramsAttribute Authority

Setup à pub params

Sign

Figure 4: NDN-ABS naming and working

4.6.1 Public Parameters Data. Each attribute authority in NDN-
ABS is associated with a dedicated NDN namespace, e.g., “/campus”.
The authority publishes the corresponding public parameters, which
are needed to verify signatures that use attributes issued by the
authority, as an NDN data packet with the following name:

“<attr-auth-prefix>/ABS/42=pp/<version>”
where “<attr-auth-prefix>” is authority’s namespace, “/ABS/42=pp”
are the two fixed name components, and “<version>” is the version
of the generated parameters. For example, “/campus/ABS/42=pp
/_v=1” represents first version of NDN-ABS public parameters for
the main campus authority.

4.6.2 KeyLocator Name. When a producer signs data packet us-
ing NDN-ABS, it creates special name for the KeyLocator field of
SignatureInfo element, consisting of two components:

“<name-of-authority-public-params>/42=policy
/<claim-predicate-policy>”

The first part is simply the name of the Data packet that carries
authority’s public parameters defined in Section 4.6.1, and the sec-
ond is the claim-predicate policy encoded using Algorithm 5 (the
middle “/42=policy” acts as a separator).

For example, if a campus student previously obtained the secret
key for “student” and “2019” attributes, it can sign datawith “student
AND 2019” claim predicate policy, which will be encoded as KeyLo-
cator name “/campus/ABS/42=pp/_v=1/42=policy/student&2019”.

4.6.3 Attribute Secret Keys. As NDN-ABS requires authority to
generate keys and deliver them to producers, these keys needs to be
packaged as NDN data packets and encrypted. For this, we borrow
the name-based access control mechanisms as defined in [38], which
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Algorithm 5 Encoding of the attribute policy
AttributePolicy = Attribute *ExtraAttribute
ExtraAttribute = BooleanOperator Attribute

Attribute = DIGIT / LCASELETTER / UCASELETTER
DIGIT = %x30-39 ; 0-9
LCASELETTER = %x61-7a ; 'a'-'z'
UCASELETTER = %x41-5a ; 'A'-'Z'

BooleanOperator = "&" / "|"

results in the following naming structure for the encrypted attribute
secret keys:
“<name-of-authority-public-params>/42=secret/<version>

/ENCRYPTED-BY/[user’s-RSA-key-or-ABE-policy]”
For example, “/campus/ABS/42=secret/_v=24/ENCRYPTED-BY/[user-key]”
is a 24th version of a secret key (i.e., it does not identify the set of
attributes in the name) generated by the campus authority for the
identified user.

4.7 Application of Trust Schema
The use of specially formatted KeyLocator name in NDN-ABS signa-
ture, allows its use as part of the NDN trust schema validation [33].
In particular, the extended version of the trust schema (our future
work) can be programmed not only to validate the structural re-
lationships between the data name and key name (e.g., that data
under “/campus” namespace is signed with attributes issued by the
campus authority), but also include relationship between data name
and attribute policy. For example, the schema can define a rule

Data Name “(<>*)<AR><video><><>”
Key Name “[@1]<ABS><><42=pp>[@{satisfy(“student”)}]”

which requires: (a) the AR video data be signed by an NDN-ABS
signature of the corresponding authority, and (b) the claim predicate
satisfies policy “student”, i.e., the policy is “student” or one of “OR”
claims in the policy is “student”.

4.8 Signature Validity
Different from RSA and ECDSA signatures, where validity of the
signature is determined by the corresponding certificate, NDN-ABS
signature require validity be defined in the signature itself (i.e., there
is no certificate). Therefore, we define the following two approaches
to be used for time-limited signatures:
• a general validity attribute (“valid-until-[date]”) and
• time-restricted attributes, such as “student-until-[date]”.

The first approach can be used if the attribute authority does not
extend the attribute secret keys, i.e., whenever producer requests
a set of attributes, all of them are bounded by the defined validity.
For example, at different times, the producer may have obtained
the secret keys for attribute sets (“student”, “valid-until-[date1]”)
and (“faculty”, “valid-until-[date2]”). By the ABS construction, the
producer can only sign with the policy that includes attributes
from one of the sets and cannot mix and match. Therefore, a cor-
rectly behaving authority can ensure the proper validity of created
signatures.

The second approach can be used to restrict attributes them-
selves, in addition or instead of the general validity attribute. In
this case, the signature can be considered valid if and only if all the
time-restricted attributes are still valid at the time of verification. If
the system requires a long-term validity of data signatures, e.g., for
data archives, it can require the use of Delorean framework [34]
or another blockchain-based assurance that signature was created
before the expiration date.

5 ADVERSARY MODEL
The primary motive of any adversary in the NDN-ABS system
would be to either
• try to forge a signature with a predicate/policy that does not
satisfy her/his assigned attribute set.
• dissect the signature to get hold of the attributes in the pred-
icate/policy to identify the specific individual who signed
the message and thus breach the privacy.

NDN-ABS signatures are unforgeable owing to the condition
that an adversary will not be able to generate a signature that will
satisfy a given predicate if she/he does not possess the attributes
(u∗) that satisfies ϒ(u∗) = 1 [19]. Moreover, a trustworthy attribute
authority will not provide the attributes that does not correspond
to the said user to be used in the extraction of the secret signing
key. This argument also provides NDN-ABS with resiliency to col-
lusion attacks. A collusion attack in the context of NDN-ABS can
be defined as a situation wherein a group of entities with malicious
intent pool their attribute sets and generate predicates that match
the one generated by the legitimate signer to sign the data and thus
use it to wage an attack.

From the privacy point of view, the claim-predicate rule that
is used as a basis for the signature goes by the assumption that
as long as the claim is satisfied by the said predicate, the Boolean
output is an Accept / True and does not reveal anything more about
the individual signer. Moreover, the signature takes in the tuple
which includes the data packet and the predicate along with the
pk and the ska. Thus, even if the adversary manages to get access
to the signing secret key, the adversary can not cause much havoc
since the signature is independent of everything except the message
and the predicate. Related work by Maji et. al [19] that discusses
the ABS constructs gives detailed security proofs describing the
inherent advantages of using the ABS scheme and is applicable for
the NDN-ABS design.

6 EVALUATION
Attribute based signature schemes have been discussed in many
works earlier. We implemented a Python library [26], including
the algorithms defined in Section 4, to evaluate the performance of
NDN-ABS in terms of the time it takes to sign and verify (in mil-
liseconds) as well as the signature size. To run the experiments and
evaluate the performance of the implemented scheme, as described
in Figure 5, we use various platforms running the implemented
NDN-ABS library.

6.1 Signature Cost Per Attribute
Figure 5 depicts the results from 10 runs of the implemented li-
brary for experiments with measurements averaged over 64 ABS
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signatures each time on different platforms. The results depict the
mean values; we observed that the standard deviation is very small.
The results also show the variation of time for the signing and
verification operations for various number of attributes. The time
for signing and verification grows super linearly (the growth is
quadratic when the policy is generated by combining the attributes
using the “AND” operation as is the case in our evaluation setup). The
growth is quadratic because the multiplication is done for all rows
and columns, and MSP grows in both directions with the “AND” op-
eration (refer to Appendix A.2). As shown, the verification process
incurs a higher cost compared to the signing process. Figure 5 also
highlights the varying signature size with the increase in the num-
ber of attributes and the adjusted overhead per signature. Scaling
the number of attributes involved in the signature process results
in a bigger predicate, which consequently increases the signature
size.
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Figure 5: Cost for signing and verification using NDN-ABS
(Server: Intel i7 4.00GHz, 62.8 GB RAM;Macbook Pro: Intel i9 2.9GHz, 32 GB RAM; Laptop:

Intel T2300 1.66GHz, 2.4 GBRAM; Raspberry Pi 3: Raspbian, ARM v7 1.4GHz, 0.9 GBRAM)

As can be seen from the results, NDN-ABS signature incurs sub-
stantial computational cost, especially on limited resource platforms
like the Raspberry Pi 3. In our evaluations (not shown due to space
constraints), NDN-ABS signing/verification is at least two orders
of magnitude slower than the same operation using RSA. As an in-
dicator, to sign 1 MB data, NDN-ABS takes close to 10 milliseconds
while RSA can complete the operation in 0.7 milliseconds when run
on the Server. Verification of a similar data size takes about 30 mil-
liseconds with NDN-ABS while it takes only 0.3 milliseconds with
RSA. However, with limited policy size (2-3 attributes), aggregated
signing (if possible), and future implementation optimizations, we
believe NDN-ABS can be a very efficient signature scheme.

6.2 Performance of the Optimized Signing
To optimize the cost for signing and verification, the experiments
were run with a test input file of size 10MB. Instead of signing the
hash of each packet, hashes of several packets are composed into a
manifest–a manifest can have a chosen number of packet hashes.
These manifests were signed using the proposed NDN-ABS scheme.
Policies generated using varying number of attributes were used
in realizing the signatures. For each such generated policies, we

ran 10 iterations and observed that the output values were very
consistent. Thus, the signer at the time of production can opt for
one or many of the following optimization choices (a) a policy that
uses required attributes and is not too long, (b) create a manifest
with appropriate group size and sign the manifest instead of signing
every data packet, (c) hardware acceleration techniques that can
provide improved performance. The manifest approach can also be
used to amortize the cost. Another approach to reducing the amor-
tized cost will be using a third attribute that encompasses multiple
attributes in the policy (e.g., “[attr1-attr2]” instead of “[attr1] AND
[attr2]” policy).

Figure 6 shows the mean and confidence intervals for 10 runs
of the experiment on a Macbook Pro: Intel i9 2.9GHz, 32 GB RAM
platform. The experiments were run with manifests having varying
number of implicit digests. It can be observed that the signing and
verification times decrease drastically as the group size increases.
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Figure 6: Time for signing and verification ofmanifests with
different group sizes

6.3 Implementation Optimization
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first comprehensive
prototype implementation of the ABS scheme proposed by [19] with a
basic adaptation of the ABS scheme from [22] and thus, we do not have
any reference to compare with. We thus evaluated the performance
of available implementations of attribute-based encryption (ABE)
because the underlying computations are similar even though the
specific constructs differ.

We compare the existing CP-ABE libraries [2, 11, 30, 31, 35],
which have been implemented in various languages showcasing
the time taken for key-generation, encryption and decryption op-
erations for scenarios with 10 and 30 attributes. Figure 7 depicts
the evaluation results of running the experiments in a standalone
system running Ubuntu with an Intel i7 4.00GHz processor and 16
GB RAM.

The results show that OpenABE is consistently the most efficient
implementation (in C++) across all operations. The common trend
shows that the key generation and encryption are the costly op-
erations as opposed to often cheap decryption operations except
the BSWABE (Python) implementation. We also noticed that the
implementation language plays an important role in the efficiency
of the system.

Overall, from the results presented above, we observe that the
overhead numbers of NDN-ABS depicted in Section 6.1 can be
significantly reduced by amore optimized implementation as shown
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in 6.2. We also expect that incorporating hardware acceleration
mechanisms can provide significant boost to the performance and
make NDN-ABS signature an even more viable option to be used
in production.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Multiple Attribute Authorities
Practical applications of using attribute based signatures will in-
volve users receiving attributes from multiple attribute authorities.
This also works as a solution for the issue wherein a single attribute
authority in the system can be a bottle-neck or a single point of
failure when they are compromised. However there may not exist
any mutual trust among these attribute authorities and there can
be situations where an attribute authority may not be aware of the
presence of another.

When working with a system involving multiple attribute au-
thorities, the common challenges are as described below.

(1) How does one ensure that attribute keys for a user received
from multiple authorities work correctly.

(2) How does the system or the user manage the many author-
ities who either move into or away from the system and
the state of the attribute keys provided to a user by such
authorities.

(3) Cost involved in managing the many keys that will be used
by the users and provided by the authorities in the system.

(4) Preventing malicious users from colluding by pooling in
attributes and thus making the system robust.

Previous solutions addressing these challenges involved defining
a unique Global ID GID for every user that is embedded in the
keys provided to them [6, 14]. This will prevent the users from
colluding with other users and perform any malicious activities in
the system. To uphold the privacy and not reveal details about the

user from the GID, the system would have a central entity called
the Central Authority (CA) who is trusted by all users. The CA, on
receiving the attribute set and GID from the user, recreates a secret
key that the user can use for signing the message. Other extensions
of these works also specify the use of a pseudorandom function
while generating the secret key that the attribute authority uses to
sign the attributes for a user and mutually exchange the seed used
by the pseudorandom function [13]. The randomization function
will prevent malicious users from recreating the secret key of the
attribute authority and thus start issuing attributes on behalf of the
authority.

The authors also argue that the use of a central authority eases
the management of a system having multiple attribute authori-
ties. However, the CA can be a potential point-of-failure and thus
demands for a better and robust solution for such a system. The
proposed NDN-ABS scheme can work seamlessly in an environ-
ment with multiple authorities without the need for the addition
of a third party or external entity.

In specific, the public parameters that are generated can by them-
selves act as authority "certificates". It can either be trusted as a
pre-configuration (based on a trust anchor) or signed by a higher
layer authority. Such linkage can be easily realized in the NDN-ABS
design using the trust schema as described by the authors in [33].
In other words, trust schema does not have to include public pa-
rameters of all authorities as trust anchors, but only the higher
level ones. The rest can be automatically taken care of during the
automated schema-based validation.

7.2 Revocation strategies in ABS
In this subsection, we discuss the existing ABS revocation tech-
niques. The motivation for introducing revocation in the system is
two-fold: (i) revoking the compromised private keys and attributes
and (ii) revoking the users’ attributes that have been terminated.
The compromised key and terminated attributes should be identi-
fied, eliminated, and potentially replaced with new credentials. The
existing attribute revocation techniques, in general, are classified
into three groups; time-based revocation, revocation using a trusted
third party, and using revocation lists.

Among all, the most common attribute revocation approach is
extending users’ attributes with an expiration date. Time-based
revocation, in general, requires periodic interactions between the
users and the authority for obtaining fresh credential [25]. In [4],
the authors proposed a timed re-keying mechanism, in which ci-
phertexts are generated using users’ identities and validity periods.
This identity-based encryption method requires the user to possess
these two attributes’ keys for successful decryption. The authors
in [16] also leveraged the addition of an expiry time attribute to
design a coarse-grained user-revocation, in which a single attribute
revocation causes the user to completely lose the access right.

The proposed approaches in the second class leverage a (semi-)
trusted third party for attribute revocation. The main advantage of
this technique is its capability in instantaneous attribute revocation
compared to lazy revocation of periodic or timed-basedmechanisms.
In [5], the authors used a mediator as the revocation authority,
which executes revocation instructions from the attribute authority.
In this scheme, the user’s secret key is divided into two parts and
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kept by the mediator and the signer, allowing the mediator to check
the signer’s revocation status during the signing phase. In [9, 32],
the authority, upon a revocation, sends re-encryption keys to semi-
trusted proxies. Proxies, in turn, update the valid users’ secret
keys, which prevents the revoked users, with the old keys, from
successfully decrypting the ciphertext. Similar to these approaches,
the authors in [28] used a semi-trusted entity to re-encrypt the
ciphertext in a way that only non-revoked user will be able to
decrypt it.

In the last revocation class, similar to PKI-based certificate re-
vocation list, the authority collects and publishes revocation lists
including revoked attributes and users information. Khader in [12]
proposed the integration of a revocation table, allowing the verifiers
to identify the revoked signers and attributes during the signature
verification process.

Some recent initiatives combined the time-based, proxy-based,
and list-based revocation methods, intending to optimize the over-
head of revocation list distribution and the period between attribute
expiry and its revocation. In particular, the authors in [17] used
the combination of revocation lists, which is embedded into the ci-
phertext for instantaneous revocation, and time validity technique
to prevent the expired users from decrypting the ciphertext. In a
similar work, the authors in [18] used a semi-trusted revocation
authority to store and provide the revocation list to verifiers.

7.3 Challenges for NDN-ABS adoption
Attribute-based systems pose a set of new challenges when com-
pared to the traditional PKI system. The challenges we address or
discuss in this paper involving the design of a signature scheme
based on attributes for Named Data Networking are

(1) The naming scheme that can be used in the design
(2) A scalable approach with regards to manipulating and up-

dating the policies in cases when the number of attributes is
variable with frequent new additions

(3) Use of either a multi-attribute authority system or other
solutions to alleviate the issues pertaining to a bottle-neck
or single-point-of-failure.

(4) A scalable and robust trust schema which is compatible with
the defined NDN architecture and design.

As part of our future work, we plan to explore the use of specific
naming conventions and details of trust schema invocation as part
of the future work, as it goes well beyond the scope of the current
paper.

8 ADDITIONAL USE CASE AND FUTURE
WORK

Disaster recovery is another compelling NDN-ABS use case where
lack of full connectivity due to link failure results in network frag-
mentation, which severely impacts information communication
across disaster affected zones. In such scenarios, NDN’s asynchro-
nous communication model can aid in effective and trustworthy
data dissemination. However, the absence of reliable infrastructures
and connectivity in disaster scenarios negatively impact the existing
signature schemes. The existing NDN-based signature verification
approaches require the chain of trust (all the certificates in the trust
chain leading to the trust anchor) to be retrieved and verified–a

practice that is rarely possible in segmented networks. In contrast to
these approaches, NDN-ABS eliminates the need for online certifi-
cate retrieval and verification, which makes it an attractive choice
in such scenarios. Also, with NDN-ABS, the rescue team members
can easily generate signatures by combining pre-issued attributes
even in the absence of the authorities. Achieving similar capabilities
using the existing approaches such as RSA based schemes either
require an always online authority or pre-generation and storage
of an exponential number of certificates.

For a better illustration, let us assume a major earthquake has
struck city “ABC” leading to the region being isolated from its
neighboring regions. For effective disaster recovery, first respon-
dents have to be informed and rescue teams should be formed and
coordinated on the fly, which requires unanticipated communica-
tion. Moreover, victims may also want to communicate with their
families and friends. The communicating entities in this scenario
are as follow:

(1) Rescue CommandCenter (RCC): In the logical sense, the RCC
determines the set of access privileges for the other entities.
RCC acts as the attribute authority (AA) in the system and
provides the attributes and attribute secret keys to the other
communicating entities.

(2) Forwarders (FW): The drones and first responders’ vehicles
that act as data mules and carry the information will receive
attributes, such as “[drone-A]”, “[model]”, and “[Registered-
name]” from the RCC. The forwarders play a vital role in
the exchange of the Interest and data packets and will be
actively involved in the verification of signatures.

(3) Units: The rescue team members (on ground or air) and
the deployed sensors that produce and consume data will be
assigned with attributes, such as “[ground-team-A]”, “[flying-
squad-B]”, and “[chemical-sensor]”. These units constantly
communicate with the RCC using the forwarders and intend
to either receive or transmit messages pertaining to rescue
missions.

In what follows, we explain how leveraging NDN-ABS, as de-
scribed in Section 4, facilitates trustworthy communication. With
the initial setup, the units and the RCC can reliably exchange infor-
mation pertinent to rescue missions. For signing, the application
needs to define a policy predicate, which is a set of attributes com-
binedwith “AND” and “OR” operations (e.g., “[flying-squad-B] AND
[south]” or “[drone-A] AND ([cam-C] OR [chemical-sensor-A])”)
and use it along with the attribute signing keys to create a verifiable
signature. For verification, the consumer requires the knowledge of
the producer’s policy, which is a part of the published data packet,
as well as the attribute authority’s public parameters. Even a new
first responder arriving at the disaster site, possessing pre-defined
attributes, can publish verifiable information and distress messages
using the RCC public parameters and the predicate to verify the
signature.

In contrast, when RSA based schemes are employed, often the
consumers need to retrieve the responder’s certificate along with
all the certificate in the trust chain for successful verification, which
in addition to the communication also involves significant com-
putation during the verification process. Also, in a disaster struck
region, the exchange of redress messages is of top priority even if
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the identity of the data source is unknown as long as it can be veri-
fied to be from a trusted source. We intend to explore the additional
challenges of this use case in the future.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and create the first comprehensive proto-
type implementation of the attribute-based signature scheme. We
also integrated this signature scheme to be a part of NDN opera-
tions. Our work highlights the benefits of the rich semantics of the
NDN naming conventions and how it can be used along with the
attributes that an entity can possess and result in successfully ex-
changing messages. Using a smart-campus, as an example scenario,
we explain the design and working of NDN-ABS. The paper also
presents a specific mechanism to ensure time-limited validity of the
generated signatures. We also evaluated the NDN-ABS signature
performance on multiple platforms to identify the limitations and
shortcomings. The paper also proposes potential ways to overcome
these shortcomings in the production environment.

We evaluate various existing ABE libraries and compare the re-
sults to the ABS implementation as the underlying mathematical
concepts for both the constructs is similar. We also discuss the us-
age of multiple attribute authorities and other revocations schemes
in the context of NDN-ABS. We observe that attribute based sys-
tems provides rich dividends when used in an environment having
rich attribute sets with the need for anonymity and unforgeability.
Based on the evaluation results, one can notice that the verification
process incurs a higher cost compared to the signing process and
scaling the number of attributes results in a bigger predicate, which
consequently increases the signature size. Hence, attributes that
will be involved in the predicate generation have to be wisely cho-
sen during the production phase. More research in this direction is
required to well define and harness all the benefits that this scheme
has to offer.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Useful Definitions

Definition A.1. [Bilinear Pairing] LetG,H,GT be cyclic (multi-
plicative) groups of order p, where p is a prime. Let д be a generator
of G, and h be a generator of H. Then e : G ×H→ GT is a bilinear
pairing if e(д,h) is a generator of GT , and e(дa ,hb ) = e(д,h)ab for
all a,b.

Definition A.2. [Monotone SpanProgram] [19] Let ϒ : {0, 1}n
→ {0, 1} be a monotone boolean function. A monotone span pro-
gram for ϒ over a field F is an l × t matrix M with entries in F,
along with a labeling function a : [l] → [n] that associates each

row ofM with an input variable ofU , that, for every (x1, . . . ,xn ) ∈
0, 1n , satisfies the following: ϒ(x1, . . . ,xn ) = 1 ⇔ ∃ ®v ∈ F1×l :
®vM = [1, 0, 0, ..., 0] and (∀i : xa(i) = 0 ⇒ vi = 0). That is,
ϒ(x1, . . . ,xn ) = 1 iff the rows of M indexed by {i |xa(i) = 1} span
the vector [1, 0, 0, ..., 0]. Then, l is the length and t the width of the
span program, and l + t the size of the span program.

A.2 ABS Construct
ABS.Setup

Choose suitable cyclic groupsG andH of prime orderp, equipped
with a bilinear pairing e : G × H → GT . The Paining group
used in the NDN-ABS implementation is “MNT159” which represents
an asymmetric curve with 159-bit base field. We use “SHA256” as
the hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p . Choose value of tmax that
defines maximum length of the claim predicate. Given the linear
growth of the signature size with the length of the claim predicate,
a practical value for tmax is below 20. Choose random generators:
д← G; h0, · · ·htmax ← H.

Choose random a0,a,b, c ← Z∗p and set

C = дc A0 = h
a0
0 Aj = h

a
j Bj = h

b
j (∀j ∈ [tmax ])

The master key is ask = (a0,a,b).
The public keypk is (д,h0, · · · ,htmax ,A0, · · · ,Atmax ,B1, · · · ,Btmax ,C).

ABS.AttrGen
On input ask as above and attribute set A ⊆ A (where A is

a set of strings), use a collision-resistant hash function (we used
“SHA256”) to map attributes to their digests (SHA256 : A → Ã).
Choose random generator Kbase ← G. Set

K0 = K
1/a0
base Ku = K

1/(a+bu)
base (∀u ∈ Ã)

The signing key is then ska = (Kbase ,K0, {Ku |u ∈ Ã}).

ABS.Sign
On input (pk, ska,m, ϒ), wherem is the message to be signed and

ϒ is the policy claim predicate First, convert ϒ to its corresponding
monotone span programM ∈ (Zp )

l×t , with row labeling u : [l] →
A. Also compute the vector ®v that corresponds to the satisfying
assignment Ã. Compute µ = H(m | |ϒ).

Pick random r0 ← Z∗p and r1, · · · , rl ← Zp and compute
Y = Kr0

base Si = (K
vi
u(i))

r0 .(Cдµ )ri (∀i ∈ [l])

W = Kr0
0 Pj =

l∏
i=1
(AjB

u(i)
j )Mi j .ri (∀j ∈ [t])

The signer does not need to have Ku(i) for every attribute u(i)
mentioned in the claim predicate, just enough attributes to satisfy
the predicate. But when this is the case, vi = 0, and so the value is
not needed.

The signature is σ = (Y ,W , S1, · · · , Sl , P1, · · · , Pt ).

ABS.Ver
On input (pk,σ = (Y ,W , S1, · · · , Sl , P1, · · · , Pt ),m, ϒ), first con-

vert ϒ to its corresponding monotone span programM ∈ (Zp )
l×t ,

with row labeling u : [l] → A. Compute µ = H(m | |ϒ). If Y = 1,
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then output reject. Otherwise check the following constraints:

e(W ,A0)
?
= e(Y ,h0)

l∏
i=1

e
(
Si , (AjB

u(i)
j )Mi j

) ?
=

{
e(Y ,h1)e(Cдµ , P1), j = 1
e(Cдµ , Pj ), j > 1,

for j ∈ [t]. Return accept if all the above checks succeed, and reject
otherwise.
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